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Abstract
This article presents an approach to model and simulate Plug&Play social things. Confined
into silos, existing (not social) things are restricted to basic operations like sensing and
actuating, which deprive them from participating in the satisfaction of complex business
applications. Contrarily, social things are expected to engage in collaborative scenarios and
to tap into specific relations that connect them to peers when achieving these scenarios.
These relations are referred to as complimentary, antagonism, and competition, and allow to
develop networks of things. To capitalize on such networks, the approach to model and
simulate Plug&Play social things puts forward four stages that are referred to as connecting
to demystify social relations between things, influencing to examine the impact of social
relations on things, playing to make things perform while considering influence, and
incentivizing to reward things based on their performance. A smart system for elderly the
care centers has been developed to showcase the technical doability of Plug&Play social
things. The system is an integrated development environment allowing IoT engineers to
define the collaboration of social things, thanks to a set of drag&drop operations.

1 | INTRODUCTION
Internet‐of‐Things (IoT), a disruptive technology that combines
many Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), has
become an integral part of people's daily lives [1,2]. According to
Gartner1, 6.4 billion connected things were in use in 2016, up by
3% from 2015, and will reach between $3.9 trillion and $11.1
trillion per year by 20252. Like other ICT (e.g. business process
management systems and Web services), IoT is also surfing the
social wave (with reference to Web 2.0) to tap into the opportunities of using Web 2.0 technologies and applications such as
capturing and drilling into the massive amount of data that users
generate over social media (e.g. Facebook and WhatsApp). An
objective of this drill is to make software systems mimic users,
which should lead to better personalized systems. In the ICT
literature, surfing the social wave has resulted into a plethora of
technical terms (sometimes ‘buzzwords’) such as, Internet of
Social Things (IoST) [3,4], social Internet of Things [5], social

Web services [6,7], social business processes [8,9], social Web of
things [10], and social cloud [11].
In line with the social trend (sometimes ‘fever’), we also
witness in the ICT community some positive signs of empowering things with extra capabilities, thanks to initiatives related to
intelligent things [12], wisdom Web of things [13], semantic
things [14], agents of things [15,16], agentification of IoT [17],
process of things [18], and organizational structures for IoT [19].
In this article, we argue that a successful thing empowerment
should be aligned to a set of stages that would bring separate
things together. Confined into silos and subject to many
computation, communication, and storage restrictions, things
can no longer afford this confinement nor continue to ‘struggle’
with these restrictions. Things' collective behaviors are deemed
necessary to address users' changing and complex requirements.
So, how to allow things to work together? To respond to this
question, we suggest a four‐stage approach that would revolve
around the concepts of connecting, influencing, playing, and
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incentivizing. Connecting demystifies social relations between
things. Influencing examines the impact of social relations on
things. Playing makes things perform while considering this
impact. Finally, incentivizing rewards things based on their
performance. These four stages should promote a new generation of things that we would refer to as Plug&Play. Our objective
is to allow things to know with whom to collaborate, whom to
avoid, how to react, and what to request when they participate in
collaborative scenarios.
On top of demystifying the potential social relations between things, another objective is to assign the usage properties
such as, limited and occurrence, to these relations. This should
allow to define when and where social relations are activated,
for how long, and for how many times. These properties would
permit to avoid resource starvation in an environment where
millions of things would operate and hence, compete for resources. They are drawn from our previous work on social
coordination of business processes [20] and consumption
properties of (cloud) resources [21] and would regulate the
lifecycles of social relations in terms of longevity (short‐term
versus long‐term), nature (static versus dynamic), and occurrence (one versus multiple). Our contributions are as follows:
1. Definition of Plug&Play things in the context of IoT.
Contrarily to existing practices that confine things into silos,
Plug&Play things would be connected together through
specific social relations that would support their participation in collaborative sessions.
2. Analysis of the impact of social relations on things' behaviors.
Using these relations, things would ‘know’ with whom they
would end‐up collaborating, co‐existing, and competing.
3. Control over social relations using a set of usage properties
referred to as un/limited, limited‐but‐renewable/expandable, and single/multiple occurrence.
4. And, development of a system to demonstrate Plug&Play
things in the context of smart care centers for elderly people.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: 1. Section 2
discusses blending social computing with IoT and presents a
case study. 2. Section 3 defines the core concepts of Plug&Play
things namely social relations, usage properties, and influence.
The four stages of connecting, influencing, playing, and
incentivizing are also detailed in this section. Finally, 3.
Section 4 concludes the paper and presents future work.

2 | BACKGROUND
This section discusses some initiatives about blending social
computing with IoT and then, presents a case study that would
motivate the adoption of Plug&Play things.

2.1 | Social computing and IoT
Like many emerging ICT topics, there is not a consensus on
what is IoT. According to Klein et al., IoT ‘refers to an
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emerging paradigm consisting of a continuum of uniquely
addressable things communicating to one another to form a
worldwide dynamic network’. Others consider IoT as an
Internet‐based information architecture that provides technical
means to interconnect things and enrich them with capabilities
[22–24]. Capabilities include communication and cooperation,
addressability, identification, sensing, actuation, embedded information processing, localization, user interfaces, monitoring,
control, optimization, and autonomy.
According to Pticek et al., embracing the social wave would
mean connecting everyone and everything [25]. A good review
of Social IoT (not to confuse with IoST) is presented in [26].
Atzori et al. consider things as intelligent objects and suggest
that models are used for studying social networks of humans
can be extended to social networks of objects [3,27]. Networks
of objects could be built upon relations such as parental
(similar objects built in the same period by the same manufacturer), co‐location (objects in the same venue), co‐work
(objects participating in the same scenario), ownership (objects having the same user), and social (when objects come into
contact sporadically or continuously). Atzori et al. also discuss
the paradigm shift which happens from human‐object interaction to object‐object interaction.
In another work, Ortiz et al. shed light on the challenges
and issues that undermine the blend of social computing with
IoT [4]. These challenges and issues include defining a social‐
thing architecture, addressing interoperability of things, considering new business models, discovering things, managing energy
consumption of things, handling security, privacy, and trust of
things. A social‐thing architecture would consist of actors (smart
things and humans), an intelligent system to manage actors' interactions, an interface for actors to engage in interaction, and the
Internet as a means to support interaction. In support to Ortiz
et al.’s work [4], Hussain et al. examine cyber‐physical systems
from a social perspective and note that existing approaches do
not recognize how such systems can be socially connected so,
that, they interact in collaborative decision‐making like humans
[28]. The authors suggest a software agent‐centric Semantic
Social‐Collaborative Network (SSCN) that provides functionality to represent and manage cyber‐physical resources in a social
network. SSCN is associated with an extended ontology model to
semantically describe human and non‐human resources and their
social interactions, and has been demonstrated in the context of
UK mental‐health services.
Although the blend of social computing with IoT is still in
‘gestation’, another trend known as IoST is rising and needs to
be contrasted to Social‐Internet‐of‐Things [29]. On the one
hand, things in the Social Internet need to be configured
before they join networks that would be developed upon social
relations like those suggested by Atzori et al. [27]. Here, the
social Internet offers the necessary protocols to set‐up,
manage, and maintain the networks of things. On the other
hand, social things would need capabilities to ‘crawl’ the networks of things when looking for partners, assessing partners'
capabilities, and forming alliances with partners.
The aforementioned paragraphs provided an overview of
some works blending social computing with IoT. This blend
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requires specific mechanisms that would ensure identifying the
relevant things according to situations' requirements. We build
these mechanisms upon the principle of Plug&Play where things
will be connected together and then, put into action. By analogy
with people, things can collaborate when offering complimentary functionalities and can compete when offering similar
functionalities. On top of connecting everyone, the trend also is
to connect everything.

2.2 | Case study
Our case study discusses the benefits of Plug&Play social things
to elderly people who require permanent assistance and monitoring. Many studies confirm that population ageing is a dominant global demographic trend of the 21st century3. We could
think of many case studies where both networks of persons and
networks of things would co‐exist provisioning value‐added
services to elderly people. Networks of persons like Facebook
and WhatsApp are well established counting on persons' judgments on when to sign in, sign out, post, comment, to cite just
some. Contrarily, networks of things barely exist due to other
pressing concerns that are slowing down the adoption of IoT.
These concerns are diversity and multiplicity of things' development and communication technologies, users' reluctance to
and sometimes rejection of things because of privacy invasion,
limited IoT‐platform interoperability, and passive nature of
things that primarily act as data suppliers (with some actuating
capabilities). Networks of things would have a role in exemplifying Plug&Play social things. It is worth mentioning that networks of software components like Web services are already
reported in the literature [7,30].
In a smart center for elderly people, case studies that would
demonstrate the support of Plug&Play social things to these
people could be as follows. First, a remote control could form a
temporary relation with the TV according to an elderly person's
watching habits when she is in the living room and between 5:00
PM and 9:00 PM. Temporary, since the same remote control
could be used for other purposes like opening and closing the
blinds in a particular room, which means forming another
temporary relation between the remote and blinds when the TV
is off. In the same context, the remote‐control use would be
restricted to the living room where the TV is installed. Beyond
the living room, the relation between the TV and remote is
disabled. Another case of Plug&Play social things is a smart
watch that could instruct an automatic medicine dispenser to
prepare medicine doses according to an elderly person's blood‐
pressure level. The relation between the watch and dispenser
would be set according to the duration of the treatment but could
be extended, should the treatment be renewed.
The two aforementioned cases highlight potential social
relations between things (TV, remote control, smart watch, and
medicine dispenser) along with some properties that could
characterize these relations like, between whom and whom, are
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these relations permanent or temporary, and where and/or
when do these relations become activated?

3 | PLUG&PLAY SOCIAL THINGS
This section first, sheds light on potential social relations between things. Then, it discusses how we assign usage properties
to these social relations to ensure their proper use. Finally, the
section examines how things influence each other when they
engage in collaborative scenarios. Implementation details of
these scenarios are also discussed in this section.

3.1 | What social relations between things?
To expose social relations in the context of Plug&Play social
things, we rely on Section 2.1's discussions and our own relations defined in previous projects on thing agentification [31]
and social Web services [30]. Our proposed social relations
allow connecting things (t) from three perspectives: recommendation that we associate with complimentary relation,
opposition that we associate with antagonism relation, and
exclusion that we associate with competition relation.
1. Complimentary(ti, tj) is about the “joint” participation of
things, for example, TV and remote control, in satisfying
users' demands (ud). Equation (1) assesses the complimentary level between ti and tj where acceptedRecud(ti, tj) is the
number of times that ti's recommendations for tj are accepted
by the IoT engineer and madeRecud(ti, tj) is the number of
times that ti recommended tj (including the declined recommendations, declinedRecud(ti, tj)). A high complimentary
level indicates a positive synergy between things.
wcomplementaryðti ;tj Þ ¼

acceptedRecud ðti ; tj Þ
madeRecud ðti ; tj Þ

ð1Þ

2. Antagonism(ti, tj) is about the ‘sensitivity’ that arises between
things, for example, a coffee maker and espresso machine,
when they jointly participate in satisfying the users' demands.
Equation (2) assesses the antagonism level between ti and tj
where jointud(ti, tj) is the number of times that ti and tj jointly
participated in satisfying users' demands and participatedud(ti∣¬tj) is the number of times that ti participated in
satisfying users' demands without tj and vice versa. A high
antagonism level indicates a strong coupling between things.
wantagonismðti ;tj Þ
¼

jointud ðti ; tj Þ
participated ud ðti ∣ ¬ tj Þ þ participated ud ðtj ∣ ¬ ti Þ

ð2Þ

3. Competition(ti, tj) is about the ‘exclusion’ between things,
for example, either cordless phone or regular phone, as one
thing, only, can participate in satisfying a user's demand.
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Equation (3) assesses the competition level between ti and tj
where selectedud(ti, tj) is the number of times that ti is
selected over tj to participate in satisfying users' demands
and possibleud(ti, tj) is the number of times that both ti and
tj are potential candidates for participation in satisfying
users' demands. A high competition level indicates the
relevancy of selecting a thing over another.
wcompetitionðti ;tj Þ ¼

selected ud ðti ; tj Þ
possibleud ðti ; tj Þ

ð3Þ

We illustrate the three afore‐mentioned social relations in
Section 3.4. For instance, a thing could provide extra services,
thanks to the network of complementary things. Also, a thing
could improve its performance thanks to the network of
competing things.

3.2 | What usage properties for social
relations?
To have a ‘controlled’ use of social relations between things in
terms of why, where, and when these relations become activated, we assign them usage properties. We build upon our
previous work on social coordination of business processes
[20] and consumption properties of (cloud) resources [21] to
suggest six usage properties (some are exclusive): unlimited
(ul), limited (li), limited‐but‐renewable (lr), limited‐but‐
expandable (le), single‐occurrence (so), and multiple‐
occurrence (mo). Unless stated, a social relation is by default
ul (exists forever between a couple of things) and/or mo
(concurrently exists between many couples of things).
Figure 1 is a state diagram of an ul social relation's usage
cycle. More/Some states will be added/dropped to/from this
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diagram depending on the characteristics of other usage
properties. On the one hand, the states (si) include not‐formed
(the relation is not created, yet), formed (the relation is now
created so the things become connected), used (the relation is
being exploited by the things participating in the relation), and
dismantled (the relation stops existing after unbinding all the
things that were participating in the relation). On the other
hand, the transitions (transi) connecting the states include start,
waiting‐to‐be‐used, and pulling‐out.
Li means that forming a social relation between two things
and is restricted to a time period and/or location. Beyond this
time period and/or location, the relation is automatically
dismantled. Contrarily, ul allows a social relation to remain
activated until one or both things decide to pull out from the
relation leading to dismantling this relation. Building upon
Figure 1, Figure 2 is a state diagram for the usage cycle of li
social relation. Highlights in this diagram are two transitions,
unused(conditions‐unmet) that puts an end to the social relation's existence without being used and use‐completion
(conditions‐unmet) that also puts an end to the social relation's
existence but this time after being used. In either case, the
limitedness's conditions become unmet due to for instance,
expiry date and non‐agreed upon location.
Lr means that forming a social relation between two things.
It remains activated beyond the (initial) agreed‐upon time
period and, that, both things agree on extending this time
period as they see fit, until one or both things decide to pull
out from this relation leading to its dismantlement. Le means
that forming a social relation between two things remains
activated beyond the (initial) agreed‐upon location and, that,
both things agree on adding more locations as they see fit, until
one or both things decide to pull out from this relation leading
to its dismantlement. Building upon Figure 2, Figure 3 is a state
diagram for the usage cycle of lr/le social relation. Highlights

FIGURE 1

Unlimited social relation's usage cycle as a state diagram

FIGURE 2

Limited social relation's usage cycle as a state diagram

FIGURE 3

Limited‐but‐renewable/expandable social relation's usage cycle as a state diagram
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FIGURE 4

Single‐occurrence social relation's usage cycle as a state diagram

FIGURE 5

Multiple‐occurrence social relation's usage cycle as a state diagram

in this diagram are two transitions, pulling‐out that puts an end
to the existence of the social relation following the decision of
participating things to unbind from this relation and renewable/expandable that allows the social relation to continue
existing following the decision of participating things to extend
this relation.
So means that a social relation in an ecosystem of things is
present once (i.e. uniqueness). Building upon Figure 1, Figure 4
is a state diagram for the usage cycle of so social relation.
Highlights in this diagram are one state, verified that ensures the
uniqueness of the social relation and one transition, check that
initiates the counting of the occurrences of the social relation.
Mo allows a social relation to be present many times in an
ecosystem of things. Building upon both Figures 1 and 4,
Figure 5 is a state diagram for the usage cycle of a mo social
relation. Highlights in this diagram are one entry state that
allows the formation of the social relation multiple times.
We formally define a social relation and its usage property‐
based usage cycle as follows.
Definition 3.1 A social relation sr is defined by the
tuple < id, name, P, up, UCup> where id is the identifier
of the social relation, name is the name of the social
relation, P is the set of participating things in the social
relation with |P| = 2, up is the usage property assigned
to the social relation where up ∈{li, ul, lr, le, so, mo},
and UCup = {ucup} is the set of all usage cycles
(Definition 3.2) associated with the usage property of
the social relation.
Definition 3.2 A social relation's usage cycle sruc for a
usage property up is defined by the couple <S, T>
representing the state diagram of the social relation
with respect to this usage property, that is, srucup = si
transi → si+1 transi+1 → si+2…sj−1 transj−1 → sj where
S is the set of states {si} and T is the set of transitions
{transi} connecting the states together.
To track the progress of a usage cycle at run‐time (r), we
define Sactive that is the set of all states that have been taken
on since the activation of the usage cycle; Sactive ⊂ S and
Sactive = {not − formed} at initialization time. For illustration
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the usage cycle for an ul social relation is srucul = not − formed
start → formed waiting−to−be−used → used pulling−out →
dismantled.

3.3 | How do things influence each other?
In addition to complimentary, antagonism, and competition
social‐relations, we examine how things could influence each
other when they are connected through these relations. We
refine influence into positive, negative, and neutral. Positive
and negative influences have a direct impact on things when it
comes to the goals they pursue, the beliefs they manage, the
tasks they perform, and the resources they consume.
In [32], we examined influence in the context of multi‐
agent systems and developed the Goal‐Belief‐Task‐Resource
(GBTR) framework4. This framework is in line with Castelfranchi and Conte's statement that agent interaction is not
about exchanging information, only, but an instrument that
influences others since they change their goals and adopt one's
goals [33]. Table 1 summarizes the way we foresee the application of the GBTR framework to Plug&Play social things (ti
and tj). We decompose influence relations into two categories.
The first category happens between goals of things and triggers
the formation of (i) additional relations between things and
tasks and (ii) additional relations between things and resources.
The second category happens between beliefs of things. The
way we use influence relations in conjunction with social relations is presented in Section 3.4.
In Table 1, ‘outcome’ column includes eight relations that
differentiate positive from negative influence on things. These
relations are facilitate/hinder between goals, affirm/contradict
between beliefs, perform/work‐for between things and tasks,
and offer/take‐over between things and resources. Similar relations are adopted in multi‐agent systems with the work of
Decker and Lesser on coordinating partial‐global plans [34]. The
objectives of this coordination are to avoid redundant activities,
shift activities to idle executors, and provide predictive results.

G for what to pursue, B for what to know, T for what to do, and R for what to
consume.

4
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Types of influence between things (adopted from [32])

Influence

Type

Description

Goal

Positive (+)

ti has goals that support tj achieve its own goals

Facilitate relation between things' goals

Negative (−)

ti has goals that delay tj from achieving its own goals

Hinder relation between things' goals

Positive (+)

ti offers some of its resources to tj helping it achieve its goals

Offer relation between things and resources

Negative (−)

ti takes over some of tj's resources making it lack these resources to
achieve its goals

Take‐over relation between things and resources

Positive (+)

ti performs some of tj's tasks on its behalf

Perform relation between things and tasks

Negative (−)

ti delegates some of its tasks to tj for performance on top of
performing its own tasks

Work‐for relation between things and tasks

Positive (+)

ti has beliefs that affirm some of tj's beliefs

Affirm relation between things' beliefs

Negative (−)

ti has beliefs that contradict some of tj's beliefs, which makes tj amend
its beliefs

Contradict relation between things' beliefs

Resource

Task

Belief

An illustration from Decker and Lesser's work is when an agent
determines that executing a local activity would facilitate the
work of a peer. As a result, this agent prioritizes the execution of
this local activity in support of this peer. Other relations include
cancel, inhibit, constrain, enable, and cause.
Thanks to the GBTR framework, we reason over things'
goals depending on whether the impact of the goal‐driven influence relation is positive or negative on things. We recall that a
goal‐driven influence relation triggers the formation of both
task‐driven influence relation and resource‐driven influence
relation. Beliefs are excluded from the reasoning since belief‐
driven influence relation does not trigger the formation of any
relation. To illustrate the reasoning over goals, we assume two
things, t1 and t2, having each a respective set of goals, t1fgoal1i g and
t2fgoal2j g, that they are pursuing, respectively.

3.3.1 | Case of positive influence between goals
This means facilitateð t1goal1i ; t2goal2j Þ relation is formed where
t1goal1i ∈ t1fgoal1i g and t2goal2j ∈ t2fgoal2j g. Because of this relation, the
following occurs in compliance with Table 1:
‐ For t1 to achieve t2goal2j , t1 will execute some of t2's tasks, for
example, t2task2j , where t2task2j ∈ t2ftask2j g. As a result
peformð t1 ; t2goal2j ; t2task2j Þ relation is formed.
‐ For t1 to execute t2task2j , t1 will use some of its resources, for
example, t1resource1i , where t1resource1i ∈ t1fresource1i g. As a result
offerðt1 ; t1resource1i ; t2goal2j ; t2task2j Þ relation is formed.

3.3.2 | Case of negative influence between goals
This means hinderðt1goal1i ; t2goal2j Þ relation is formed where
t1goal1i ∈ t1fgoal1i g and t2goal2j ∈ t2fgoal2j g. Because of this relation, the
following occurs in compliance with Table 1:

Outcome

‐ For t2 to achieve t1goal1i , t2 will execute some of t1's tasks,
for example, t1task1i , where t1task1i ∈ t1ftask1i g. As a result
workforðt2 ; t1goal1i ; t1task1i Þ relation is formed.
‐ For t2 to execute t1task1i , t2 will use some of its resources, for
example, t2resource2j , where t2resource2j ∈ t2fresource2ji g. As a result
taveoverðt2 ; t2resource2j ; t1goal1i ; t1task1i Þ relation is formed.

3.4 | How to put social things into action?
Figure 6 is our approach that actions Plug&Play social things.
The approach runs over two stages, design‐time (d) and run‐
time (r), featuring each multiple modules that would execute
necessary operations.

3.4.1 | Design‐time stage
IoT engineers proceed with forming the necessary social
relations between things that are identified (or detected) in
the under‐consideration ecosystem such as, the smart
elderly care‐center. To this end, the IoT engineers initiate
the connection module that analyzes the relevant things
according to their functionalities (what they do) and complimentary, antagonism, and competition social‐relations
(1d). This module produces the relevant networks of
things; it is not a must that all the social relations between
things exist nor that each thing must be part of a network.
Some things in the ecosystem could remain independent
from the networks.

3.4.2 | Run‐time stage
Users proceed with submitting their needs/requirements
using the definition module that takes two inputs to
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FIGURE 6

Approach in support of the functioning of Plug&Play social things

produce what we here refer to as IoT‐driven user
scenarios5 (1r). These inputs are the networks of things and
repository of things. In terms of scenarios, an example could be
setting up the movie‐projection room for the smart elderly care‐
center's patients. As stated in Section 3.1, the networks of things
are useful when it comes to including more things in scenarios
thanks to the complimentary relation, selecting things before
inclusion in scenarios thanks to the competition relation, and
comparing things once included in scenarios thanks to the
antagonism relation. Once an IoT‐driven user scenario's things
are all known in terms of who will do what, where, and when, the
users continue with labeling the social relations that exist among
particular things in these scenarios (2r). To this end, the users
initiate the configuration module and rely on the list of usage
properties namely ul, li, lr, le, so, and mo. The result is a set of
labelled social relations allowing to control these relations' usage
cycles as described in Section 3.2. For instance, the complimentary relation between the TV and the remote control is only
valid in the projection room. After this step, the influence
module analyses potential impacts between things using the
repository of influence relations between things that is structured as per Table 1 (3r). As discussed in Section 3.3, impacts
Scenario specification does not fall into the scope of the current paper. Works on process‐
of‐things [18] and thing‐aware business processes [35] could be adopted for this
specification.

5

35

could target goals that things will pursue, beliefs that things will
refer to, tasks that things will perform, and finally resources that
things will consume. It is expected that the influence module
produces a revised IoT‐driven user scenario since, some things
could end‐up revising their goals while some could end‐up offering their resources, for example, Finally, the revised IoT‐
driven user scenarios are submitted to the execution module for
completion along with keeping users notified about the progress
of this completion (4r).
To demonstrate the mix of social relations, usage properties of social relations, and influence relations, we discuss two
scenarios focussing on complimentary and antagonism social‐
relations, respectively. Competition social‐relation is not
considered since it does not impact the influence analysis between things. This relation is relevant for thing selection during
the development of IoT‐driven user scenarios.

3.4.3 | Scenario 1: complimentary social‐relation
Scenario one is to convert the dining room in the smart elderly
care‐center into a projection room where a movie will be
projected on a certain day and time. As per Figure 6‐1r, a
sample of things (ti) participating in this scenario are one TV
(t1), four sofas ({t2}), two side tables ({t3}), and three standing
lights ({t4}). Noticing that the remote control is not among the
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participating things, the TV 'steps in' by recommending to the
event organizers to include the remote control (t5) in the setup
of the projection room based on the complimentary relation
that the TV has with a particular remote control in the network
of complimentary things. Should the organizers accept the
TV's recommendation that will be reflected on Equation (1),
the organizers proceed as follows:
1. As per Figure 6‐2r, the organizers assign a usage property to
the complimentary relation, as they see fit. For instance,
limited and single‐occurrence seem appropriate allowing to
restrict first, this relation between the TV and remote
control to the specified day, time, and venue and second,
the number of complimentary relations that could concurrently be enabled. Indeed, the rest of things like sofas and
side tables could also recommend their own peers for inclusion in the projection room.
2. As per Figure 6‐3r, the organizers check whether the remote
control (t5) has any influence relation with the rest of things
(t1−4). To this end, the following takes place with focus on
goals, only. Since the remote control has its own goals
(t5fg5i g, e.g. adjust volume), Algorithm 1 checks if either
facilitate relation or hinder relation exists between the remote's goals and other things' goals (t1;2;3;4fg1j;2j;3j;4j g). Should
one of these relations exist, we consider that there is either a
positive influence or a negative influence between things at
the goal level. This influence also means forming relations
between things and goals, between things and tasks, and
between things and resources. All this happens in compliance with the GBTR framework. Otherwise, we consider
that there is a neutral influence between things.
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made while others are fabric made offering each a different
level of comfort. Thus, a leather sofa (tL2 ) and a fabric sofa (tF2 )
are connected through an antagonism social‐relation which will
be reflected on Equation (2). By analogy to Scenario 1, the
organizers proceed as follows:
1. As per Figure 6‐2r, the organizers assign a usage property to
the antagonism relation, as they see fit. For instance, le
seems appropriate allowing to restrict this relation between
the leather sofa and fabric sofa to the specified projection
room and also to extend this relation to other rooms,
should the initial projection room turn out inappropriate
because of the unexpected high number of guests.
2. As per Figure 6‐3r, the organizers check whether the
leather sofa (tL2 ) has any influence relation with the fabric
sofa (tF2 ). To this end, the following takes place with focus
on beliefs.
Since, the leather sofa has its own beliefs (tL2fbelief g , e.g. sofa
2i
is 1‐year old), Algorithm 2 checks if either affirm relation or
contradict relation exists between the leather sofa's beliefs and
the fabric leather's beliefs (tF2fbelief g ). Should one of these re2j
lations exist, we consider that there is either a positive influence or a negative influence between things at the belief level,
which could impact the consistency of beliefs. All this happens
in compliance with the GBTR framework. Otherwise, we
consider that there is a neutral influence between things.

Algorithm 2 Belief influence detection between things

Algorithm 1 Goal influence detection between things

3.5 | Demonstration

3.4.4 | Scenario 2: antagonism social‐relation
Building upon scenario 1, scenario two targets similar things
like sofas ({t2}), side tables ({t3}), and lights ({t4}) that are part
of the projection room. For illustration, some sofas are leather

A video illustrating how we put Plug&Play social things into
action is available at http://social.connect.rs/demo.mp4. We
created a custom set of things allowing the simulation of
complimentary, antagonism, and competition relations between these things. Figure 7 is an excerpt of the properties of
an IoT device that is, in our case, smart TV. The properties are
name holding a value like smart TV and remote control, type
being the category like controller and home appliance to which
the IoT device belongs, sub‐type refining category into sub‐
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F I G U R E 7 Excerpt of an Internet of Things
device description

FIGURE 8
selection

Drag&Drop feature during device

categories, compatible‐type holding the lists of all peers' types
that could connect to the IoT device, and required referring to
the category that must exist in the IOT ecosystem so, that, the
under‐analysis IOT device can provide its functionalities.
The system was developed in‐line with the approach presented in Figure 6. We implemented the modules in C# and
necessary graphical user interfaces on Unity (unit.com). Using
the connection module, the IoT engineer drags&drops the IoT
devices into the working space (Figure 8). In the current case,
the IOT engineer has chosen the following devices: Smart TV,
Google Home, Remote Control, Alarm Clock, Air Purifier, and
Smoke Detector. The IoT engineer aims at benefiting from
these devices, that co‐exist in the same room, through the
definition of one or many IoT systems. Next, the simulation
begins by determining the social relations that exist between
each couple of IoT devices. These social relations are used to
establish one or many networks of compatible devices (some
could remain independent depending on the selected ones and
their attributes). Once the networks are set, the system generates an adjacency matrix between devices (Figure 9). This
matrix is made by comparing compatible‐type property of one
device to the type property of another device and vice versa (to
ensure a 2‐way compatibility). Once device compatibility is
confirmed, the initial values of the social relation's tuple < id,

FIGURE 9

FIGURE 10
of Things

Representation of the adjacency matrix

Complimentary relations between things. IoT, Internet
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FIGURE 11
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Forming social relations between devices

name, P, up, UCup> are set (name for relation's name, P for
participating devices, up for usage property, and UCup for the
usage cycles).
Using the definition module, the IoT engineer can load
three scenarios: complimentary (where devices are recommended on the basis of a device's requirements), antagonism
(where devices are compared to each other), and competition
(where conflicting devices are removed). In the current case,
and based on the selected devices, there are neither antagonism
no competition relations. However, a mobile phone was recommended to the IoT engineer, thanks to the complimentary
relation(s) (Figure 10). Indeed, the system examines the types
of devices that are required by the already selected devices, for
example, air purifier requires a mobile phone. Once the IoT
engineer accepts the recommendation by adding the recommended devices, the system proceeds with forming new social
relations between devices (Figure 11).
The configuration module focusses on the usage properties of the social relations. It allows the IoT engineer to modify
the values of some properties and test the connection between
devices (Figure 11). In addition, as the system proposes all
possible social relations between the selected devices, the IoT
engineer could consider some relations as necessary and others

as not relevant in the current case study. For instance, in this
example the IoT engineer decides to create two IoT ecosystems: the first would include smart TV, Google home, remote
control, and alarm clock, while the second would include air
purifier, smoke detector, and mobile phone. As such, any
social relation between devices that do not belong to the same
IoT ecosystem will not be exploited. Contrarily, these social
relations could be used in other situations like using the social
relation between smoke detector and remote control in
another context and/or to define another IoT ecosystem.

4 | CONCLUSION
This article presented an approach to model and simulate
Plug&Play social things that would collaborate to satisfy users'
complex needs. Social because these things are members of
networks so they ‘crawl’ through these networks to identify
with whom they could collaborate, with whom they would
compete, and who could recommend them. The networks
proposed in this article are built‐upon three relations referred
to as complimentary, antagonism, and competition. To ensure
proper use of these relations, usage properties have been
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defined and referred to as li, lr/le, and so/mo. Usage properties permit to declare when and where social relations are
enabled, for how long, and for how many times. When social
things participate in user‐driven situations, they influence each
other either positively or negatively, which could impact the
goals they were pursuing, the beliefs they were managing, the
tasks they were performing, and the resources they were
consuming. Combining social relations between things, usage
properties of social relations, and influence relations between
things has been coordinated through four stages that are
connecting to demystify social relations between things,
influencing to examine the impact of social relations on things,
playing to make things perform while considering influence,
and incentivising to reward things based on their performance.
A system developed in the context of smart elderly care‐
centres demonstrated the technical doability of the approach
for modelling and simulating Plug&Play social things. The
system is an IDE allowing IoT engineers to orchestrate the
work of several social things. In term of future work, we would
like to examine the scalability of the system when hundreds of
things co‐exist in the same ecosystem. Would the different
social relations between things slow down the system? We
would also like to the composition of social things from the
orchestration and the choreography perspectives. The former
would call for a central component that would ‘tell’ things the
actions to carry out while the latter would rely on peer‐to‐peer
interactions to ‘tell’ things the actions to carry out, as well. Pros
and cons of each perspective in the context of social things
would be examined.
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